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Students Elect 11
ASUNM Senators
By Juliette Torrez
University of New Mexico undergraduate students elected 11 student
government senators Wednesday in
one of the largest Senate races ever.
In an unofficial tally. the II Senators-elect are: Monica Baca, 704
votes, Steve Henrie, 677 votes,
April Lawrence, 614 votes, incumbent Jim Hoppe, ,589 votes, Shelly
Vigil, 576 votes, Mike Gaillour,
571 votes, Jim Spehar, 560 votes,
Leigh Black, 535 votes, Lee Imhof,
513 votes, Paul Belden, 449 votes
and Ed Benally Jr., 421 votes.
The taUy is unofficial because an
estimated 80 votes in the Associated
Students of UNM office ballot-box
have not been counted. Hand~
counted ballots are also not included
in the tally.
Some of the 11 winners Thursday
morning may change pending the
""'""""""~~ :t
count of yet unknown votes.
~~
~ ~:-r fk
'
1:
Following closely behind Thurs1!i :z:~..;; ·:':~
~ ,~" ·:; ; /", , : j ~:,
day morning's winners were Leslie
Padilla, 419 votes, Thurma Jean
Foreman,
41 I votes and Matt FetterHerbert Romero and Julie Nelson accept votes in the SUB for the ASUNM Senate election
man, 393 votes.
Wednesday.
ASUNM Attorney General John
Krist estimated that about 2,000 students voted in the election. Last fall,
about 800 students voted.
The unofficial .results were
announced at 2:30 a,m. today.
Several candidates and supporters
By Ben Neary
some student groups whose budgets organizations went out and did what met at the International Center.
had been approved by students.
they had to do. I credit the opposiMike Gaillour, 21, a junior in fi·
A referendum intended to cut the
ASUNM Sen. John Marcelli - a tion, I'm somewhat disappointed, nance, said his victory "feels
proportion of student fees going to member of SBBE - distributed but I respect the students' vote."
great."
the Associated Students of the Uni.· petitions to. introduce the referenASUNM President Marty Es"I want to thank the people that
versity of New Mexico-'- the dum. Marcelli attributed the referen- quivel campaigned against the re- worked so hard on my campaign and
undergraduate student govern- dum's defeat to a strong turn-out ferendum. "I'm not very surprised also the people that voted," Gaillour
ment - was badly defeated in the among members of student groups. about the vote," Esquivel said. "I said. "We did a lot of preparation
student elections Wednesday.
..It looks like we had all these stu- don't feel they (the SBBE) are very and our platform is one that benefits
Although the official figures we· dent organizations going. out and representative of students on this students,"
ren't available at press time, the un- voting because it looked like their campus. No one has elected them,
GaiHour supports remedial educaofficial count shows students voted budgets were going to to get cut," he whereas the officers in ASUNM tion at UNM and funding organiza1,509 to 173 - with absentee votes said.
have been elected."
tions that failed in student elections.
yet to be counted - against the reCamille Cordova, a member of an
"A lot of students who had com·
Leigh Black, 20, a junior in
ferendum.
plained about funding these student anti-referendum group called anthropology, said she feels "really
A group calling itself "Students groups in the past just didn't come
continued on page 5 excited' • about the upcoming
semester. "Yes, (I was) very
for a Better and Balanced Educa- out and vote," Marcelli said. "The
tion'; collected over 1,300 undergraduate signatures to get the .fol•
lowing referendum on the ballot:
"Should the ASUNM FEE paid
each semester by full-time students
be changed from $14 per semester to
he said New Mexico is receiving
By Jim Wiesen
"If we don't get it done in
$10 per semester?"
$850 million less than in 1980.
1986, it will never get done," he
and Maria DeVarenne
said.
The SBBE publicized two major
Anaya said the taxmeasures he
reasons for the referendum. First,
Gov. Toney Anaya says re·
will
propose in 1986 will be
Anaya said the bottom line in
forming, New Mexico's educa~
the group wanted to cut the money to
evenly spread and have a nominal
education is finances, something
prevent the ASUNM Senate from
lion system will cost the state a
effect on most New Mexicans.
the state is short on this year.
funding groups whose funding re•'temendous amout of money. •'
Reinstating the 8.4 mill levy
New Mexico's present fiscal
••Any significant reform in
quests had been vote down .in the
which
was eliminated in 1980
deficit
of
$65
million
to
$70
mileducation
is
going
to
cost
a
student elections. Second, the
would be a "tremendous shot in
lion is a concern but '•we can
SBBE wanted to examine salaried
tremendous amount of money,''
the arm for education, •• and
approach it and close the deficit
he said.
positions within ASUNM and
would generate $90 million for
without asking education to make
ASUNM-funded organizations.
. Anaya, speaking Tuesday beeducation, said Anaya.
additional
sacrifices,''
said
fore
members
of
the
Greater
Under the present rules, defeated
Anaya. ''Lord knows you (edu•
Albuquerque Community Educal-ie said other tax measures he
groups may apply directly to the
cators) all took it (ln the chin at
tion Alliance, said the upcoming
is looking into include "identify~
Senate and receive up to 75 .percent
the last legislative session
legislative session is an important
ing and targeting those not
of their original request. In the
(1985)."
for
the
future
ot
educacrossroad
taxes -- primarily corpaying
March 1985 ASUNM election, 29
tion.
porations from out-of-state not
He also said he foresees a
student groups --- with total budget
While many education funding
paying their taxes."
requests of nearly $50,000 ...... were
''huge deficit'' in fiscal year
proposals were addressed during
1986-1987 of about $125 milvoted down by the students. So far
l-ie said taxes could be raised
the 1985 legislative session, few
lion.
this semester, the Senate has
through
a quarter cent increase on
passed because legislators
approved giving more than $30,000
"A
tax
increase
is
inevitable
the
gross
receipts . tax, which
wanted mote time to evaluate
to the defeated groups.
would raise $35 million to $40
but we will try to keep it at a tow
educati<>n programs in NewMex·
amount so that it won't affect
million.
.If the referendum had passed,
ico, said Anaya.
New Mexicans as much as they
ASUNM would have lost more than
He said that prior to the 1986
Taxes could also be raised by
(legislators) would like to be$80,000each year. UNM's Board of
legislative session, "We've got
eliminating the food and medical
lieve," Anaya said.
Regents would then have deter·
to have the issues identified and
rebates allowed every citizen in
mined how to spend the money.
Only three states pay less taxes
have a consensus on how to solve
New Mexcio and raising the lowThe referendum would have cut
on a per capita basis he said. And
those issues.
income tax level which woulrl
more from ASUNM than it pays to
defeated groups -- forcing cuts in

'

t.

Students Say No To FEE Referendum
Vote 10-1 Against Proposed Cuts

scared," she said. "There were so
many candidates - really good
candidRtes- running. But I'm
glad because that shows an interest
in ASUNM."
When notified of his victory at
3:30a.m., Steve Henrie, 19, a sophomore in journalism and speech,
said he was "relieved, glad and surprised that he won. I would like to
look more into free parking and a bus
system," he said. "That would the
first order of business after maybe
revamping the budget process a
little,"
ASUNM President Pro Tcm Jim
Hoppe, 20, a junior in political science, said he was "glad I got the
chance to go on being a Senator.

In an unofficial tally, the
11 Senators-elect are: Monica Baca, 704 votes, Steve
Henrie, 677 votes, April
Lawrence, 614 votes, incumbent Jim Hoppe, 589
votes, Shelly Vigil, 576
votes, Mike Gaillour, 571
votes, Jim Spehar, 560
votes, Leigh Black, 535
votes, Lee Imhof, 513 votes,
Paul Belden, 449 votes and
Ed Benally Jr., 421 votes.
''This has been the longest night
of my life,'' he said. ''Just because I
didn't know for sure I was going to
be re-elected until the final results.
"I'm very excited and happy, . .all the typical things that go
along with this,'' Hoppe said .
Shelly Vigil, 19, a second-year
nursing major, said she felt ''very
good" about the election.

continued on page 3

Education Reform Will Cost, Anaya Says
raise another $70 million, he
said.
"So the money is there," he
said. "It can be there without any
burden on the average tax•
payer.''
Anaya said an educational reform he favors is to make all
branch colleges into community
colleges to help a community's
social and economic growth .. He
said he favors the idea of com·
munity colleges replacing branch
colleges because the communities benefitting from the college
would be responsible for its
funding.
Community colleges are .best
prepared to act or react to what a
community really desires, he
said. •'Students must be prepared
to step into society to fulfill their
own desired roles in society."
l-ie said the spirit of cooperation exhibited by the alliance is a
"microcosm of What many of us
in the state have been lo<>king at
in education."
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Anglican Envoy Tries To Negociate Hostages' Release
BEIRUT, Lebanon - A special
envoy sent by the archbishop of
Canterbury to negotiate the release
of American hostag<:s held by Shiite
Moslem extremists said Wednesday
night he saw a "real opportunity for
a breakthrough.''
"I see some hope," said the envoy, Terry Waite, who successfully
negotiated the release of Britons
held in Iran and Libya.
''The faci that I'm here docs indicate there's a possibility (of freeing
the hostages)," said Waite, who
was ringed by Moslem militiamen
and airport security officials upon
his urrival. "There is a real opportunity for a breakthrough."
Waite, a special adviser to
Archbishop of Canterbury Robert

A
R
M
y

Runcie, the spiritual head of the
Church of England, said after arriving from London tlmt he was "here
on humanitarian grounds because I
want to sec a resolution to this pro!J·

lem .. _,''
.Lebanese secllrity guards and
militiamen at the airport whisked the
burly envoy through a scrambling
throng of reporters and television
crews.
He was taken through the terminal, ringed by militiamen linking
arms, without immigration forrnalitities. Yelling guards bundled Waite
into a sedan. The car sped away with
a rifle-toting militiamen hanging out
the window and Waite jammed in
the back seat between militiamen.

FRESHMEN
3 year Army ROTC Scholarships
worth up to $7,000 will be available to qualified applicants. Call
831-8394 or 277-0673.

R

0
T

c

His escorts belonged to an airport
"security force" composed militiamen from the big Shiite militia Amal
and the mystic Islamic Druse sect's
Progressive Soci.alist Party. '
Before leaving London, the 46year-old Waite termed his mission
the most dangerous he has undertaken because his earlier efforts involved "an identifiable person or
group or government."
Runcie on Tuesday said ·waite
was "a joint envoy" of his church

and Pope Jo]ln Paul II, "and the
pope is corresponding with us.' • But
Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro said Wednesday that while the
Holy See hoped Waite succeeded in
his mission, he could not be considered a papal envoy.
Waite embarked on his latest mission after making contact with an
unidentified intermediary .in Beirut
over the Americans, who have been
missing between five and 10
months, and after receiving a con-
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fidential letter from four of the
Americans believed held !Jy Islamic
Jihad, or Islamic Holy War.
Islamic Jihad, a fundamentalist
Shiite group loyal to Iran's revol!Jtionary patriarch, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, has claimed responsibility for abducting six Americans,
It said Oct. 4 it had killed one of the
six, diplomat William Buckley, in
retaliation for Israel's. air strike on
Palestine Liberation Organization
headquarters in Tunisia.

Summit Reports Rouse Protestants
LONDON - Protestant politicians frorn Northern
Ireland charged Wednesday that they have been kept in
the dark on a reported agreement on the British province
that Britain and Ireland are expected to sign soon.
Irish newspapers, meanwhile, repeated unconfirmed
reports that prime ministers Margaret Thatcher of Britain and Garret FitzGerald of Ireland would meet at an
undisclosed location Friday to sign the pact giving the
Irish Republic a consultative role in Northern Ireland.
Both the British and Irish Cabinets scheduled sessions for Thursday at which they were expected to
approve the agreement, which resulted from talks that
began last February.

The 11ews reports said the two countries had agreed to
maintain a permanent secretariat in Belfast, the provincial capital, where Irish civil servants would work with
their British counterparts. Similar reports have
appeared in the British media.
Waving a copy of The Irish Press in the House of
Commons, Ulster Unionist Party member Harold
McCusker said it was ''deplorable that members .of this
house, who have been systematically and deliberately
. kept in the dark about the outcome of these talks, should
learn of their conclusions from a paper printed in
Dublin."

Joe

1.

John Wilson, Scott Jones, Johnny Long and Doug Jones present a check for $1,000 to
Golden, chairman of the UNM United Way Campaign. The money was raised from the
''House of Coke" during Homecoming week.

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,

Election---------continued from page 1

students have input .in the decision- position numbers intersected with a
- making about therr access to educa- computer-tallied circle. This caused
"1 was scared but all my hard tion," Imhof said.
the computer to count several unfilwork paid off," Vigil said. She said
led circles as votes.
ASUNM President M<!fly Esher major Sllpport came from the
Minority Students Coalition ;J.nd quivel said he is "very pleased with
When asked whether he felt the
the (senators-elect).
fdends.
Senate campaigns were intense, EsLee Imhof, 31 , a sophomore in
"I can only comment on seven of quivel replied, "Let's just say 1
mechanical engineering, said his
them because we don't know about wouldn't want to campaign against
victory "feels just great. "
27 oiher candidates because thai in
"Engineering (students) saved the official results," he said. "It's itself is very difficult.
my ass," he said. Imhof received unfortunate that the results didn't
about 90 votes from the polling sta- come in faster, but that was a prob"For the most part, there was a lot
lem beyond our control."
tion at Farris Engineering.
of positive campaigning and a lot of
Unofficial results were delayed
"Regent PresidentJcrry Apodaca
positive things that were said about
said that this campus is here for the because of a printing discrepancy on
ASUNM," said Esquivel. "And
that is very good to see."
students and 1 want to make sure the ballot where the candidates'
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Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail
in January and September offering 12-15 transferable
hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-related
courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger Americanbuilt ocean liner, registeredin Liberia. Semester at Sea
admits students without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-free

(800) 854-0195

or write:

Semester at Sea
Institute for Sblpboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Pbrbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15280
representative on campus November 14 & 15
from 9:30 • 3:00 in the Loggia Student Union.
SLIDESHOW Thursday, Nov. 14, 7:00p.m. in the
UNION, room 231 A 1!t .B
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*RING OF FIRE & SWORDS
*PRECISION JUGGLING
*PAGODA OF CHAIRS
*INCREDIBLE JUGGLING

8ptTI
FOR tm:: INFO CALL
P.E.C, lil '271-W..

*THE DANCING LIONS
*FEATS OF BALANCE
*KUNG-FU
*CHI-KUNG

8pm

FRIDAY NCW. 15TH
J

Tl d<EJS: $7,50 GENERAL, $6,50 STIJDENIS W/ II>' S

Popejoy Hall; University of New Mexico
RESERVE SEATING
l:;1rl 0:. Chaves,, Eclit<lt & fiOh!J~her

'Bfm:~ ENidflri!it' M:tgot:lnc

Jnhn ct Brt'crt, Chaitmi\o, flfcl>•dent & CEO
Sherwin~ \Vlllt;~ms Cl1ril11nny

For information call 277-0673 or 831-8394/5

TICKETS AT ALl GIANt TICKET CENTtRS

General Stores (Albuquerque & Santa Fe)
Soundtrack Records
Wild West Music

KAFB Rec Center
Bach-2-Rock Records
Que Pasa in Taos
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Socialism Is Restrictive
Editor:
Professor Mauck makes the
observation that socialism is not
incompatible with democracy.
Indeed it is not: you can have
socialism and elections too.
However, socialism is incom·
patible with a free society; it de·
mands a relatively rigid tyranny
to keep people from escaping.
Socialism, by its nature, must
encompass every person and as
many places as people might go,
otherwise the consum(lrs will
stay and the producers will go
elsewhere. In the world at large,
a useful rule of thumb is that the
more socialistic or communistic
a government is.• the more restrictions it places on people
trying to leave.
Where societies have incre~sed the level of socialism
without increasing the level of
emigration control, the result
has generally been a "brain
drain" such as that seen in England under its recent Labor governments. Many scientists and
doctors left their native land (no
small step!) where they were
quite comfortable to gamble on a
new country in which the government was not quite so eager
to help itself and others to the
fruits of their success.

Sharp Criticism
For Ignoring
Basic ,.Needs
Editor:

'

Being the outstanding facility
of higher education that the Universiy of New Mexico is, one
would think that such basic tools
of the learning process as pencil
sharpeners would undoubtedly
be provided for the students.
However, my trusty pocket-knife
is the only sharpener that has
come in contact with my pencils
since I have been at UNM.
Outrageous amounts of re·
venue are being pumped into the
athletic department, while I have
yet to see a single pencil
sharpener. Perhaps the individuals in charge of budgeting at
UNM have nev.er tried to take a
math exam with a ball-point pen.
Whatever the reason, something
must be done. Putting it bluntly,
please include a few pencil
sharpeners in next year's
budget!
Hemming E. Atterbom
Electrical Engineering
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by Berke Breathed
M0/(6 SOlf·
!X!t/flfleiT,

By David Gomez
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Consider Professor Mauck's
example. Ralph Nader talks about corporate charters in which
the government's iron fist is
used to grab portions of privately
owned corporations and hand
them over to an as yet undefined
group consisting of whoever
happens to be employed at the
time, and "the public" (bureaucrats? medi;~ politicians? He'll
come up with someone, .. ).
Note that he doesn't suggest that
a state try this to see if it works. If
a state were to try such a thing in
its laws of incorporation,
businesses would flee as if from
the plaguel Federal charters are.
required because it only works to
the extent that the victims cannot
escape.

I
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Navajos March in Protest
Of Federal Relocation Plan

Peaceful Cooperation In Space Exploration Suggested
By U.S. Rep. Robert J. Mrazek (0-NV)

defense sectors ot our countries to jointly participate in this vast
undertaking.
The list of practical benefits from this proposal is enormous. The
U.S. space program has generated tremendously increased sophistication in computer technology, satellite technology, automotive
design, agricultural technology and advanced medicine.
This proposal will not be without critics. Many American and Soviet
citizens will not understand why it is necessary to become pioneers of
the uncharted regions of space when we have so many problems to
solve here at home. (Hopefully, those of this mindset in the United
States will not concurrently advocate spending a trillion dollars or
more on a Star Wars-type ballistic-missile defense of extremely questionable feasibility.)
Many in the American peace movement will oppose it because they
distrust high technology, What they must understand is that the
technological momentum in our society cannot be stopped. It represents future economic health for our nation, and .it will have to be
steered rather than braked.
Another problem, partic1,1larlyforthe Soviets, lies in the fact that so
many of its scientific endeavors are secret. It is possible to overcome
this challenge by moving forWard with those technologies which are
available to both superpowers now. Certainly, the success of the
Apollo-Soyuz test project in 1975 demonstrated that the superpowers
can work together on complex missions in space.
Here are specific proposals Reagan and Gorbachev might consider:
-Within the. next year, the United States and the Soviet Union
should exchange astronauts and cosmonauts on flights of the U.S.
space shuttle and the Soviet Salyut space station.
-The United States and Soviet Union should begin making plans
for the coordinated, unmanned exploration of the planets to commence in 1987, the 30th anniversary of the International Geophysical
Year.
-The two superpowers should begin work on a mutual treaty that
sets as the goal the human visitation and scientific reconnaissance of
our own solar system.
Up to now, all human history has been corrupted by war. Letthis be
the turning point that future generations mark as the point when two
great leaders made the breakthrough that truly changed human
thinking.

WASHINGTON - At the same time that Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev prepare for the Geneva summit, a mass of metal
and silicon chips launched from Earth sails. forth beyond our solar
system Into the great mystery of the universe.
The craft, Pioneer 10, carries messages of friendship from Earth to
potential finders. Yet, by the time it is discovered, if anyone or anything is there to discover it, the senders here on Earth may have
destroyed the planet. The irony is inescapable.
In 1985, the United States will spend almost $300 billion in the
interest of national security, largely to counter the perceived threat
from the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union will spend an equivalent
amount ofits gross national product against the threat it sees coming
primarily from the United States,
One thing is clear: The greatest threat to the survival of our species
on Earth is the adversarial relationship between the two superpowers. How can we ever overcome our mutual suspicions?
One challenge that has to be met involves what we in the United
States call the military-industrial complex. President Dwight
Eisenhower warned that the financial health of huge defense contractors is determined by their capacity to secure federal contracts to
produce defense-related hardware. A similar situation exists in the
Soviet Union.
These two military-industrial complexes have taken on a life of
their own. They are like two huge engines that are running at full
speed with a constant demand for more fuel, the fuel being dollars
and rubles.
The question iswhetherwewill survive on this planetlong enough
to understand and appreciate the fact that the Earth is but a tiny dot in
the vast universe. One mechanism for advancing this day could be
outlined by Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev attheir November
summit.
In this scenario, they would announce thatthe two great super pow•
ers have decided to join together in a monumental endeavor that
would dwarf all previous scientific achievement- the exploration
and ultimate inhabitation of our solar system and beyond, peacefully
and cooperatively.
The decision to "reach for the stars" by the two superpowers would
captivate the minds of young people in both the Soviet Union and the
United States, and create future generations of people committed to
participating in this great adventure.
(NOTE: U.S. Rep. Robert J. Mrazek (D-NY) is serving his second
Importantly, both the Soviet Union and the United States could use term in the House of Representatives. He recently submitted this
this plan to constructively engage the high technology and aerospace proposal to both President Reagan and Secretary Gorbachev.)

1:-

A group of 16 Navajos from the
remote interior of their reservation
paraded silently through the University of New Mel\lco mall Mon.
day to protest the U.S. government's planned relocation of more
than 9,000 Navajos.
·
The marchers, mostly women
wearing traditional velvet skirts and
turquoise jewelery, picked up a [ew
supporters as they took their protest
down University Avenue to the
Albuquerque Hilton, site of the
Seventh National lndian/Alaskan
Native Health Conference. A workshop on the mental health effects of
forced relocation was held there
Wednesday morning.
Under the terms of the Navajo Hopi Relocation Act, passed by
Congress in 1974 as Public Law 93531, 9,200 Navajos and 110 Hop is
will be relocated to sites ei.ther on
their respective reservations or in
border towns in northern Arizona
and New Mexico.
Under the law, the Hopi tribe
gained clear title to I ,500 square
miles of land from the Navajos. In
compensation, the Navajos will get
250,000 acres bordering their reservation from the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management.
Congress passed the act with the .
intention of settling what some have
called a centuries-old land dispute
~etwe~n the two tribes. O!hers say .it
1s a dispUte between two development-minded tribal councils, They
claim the councils do not represent
the interests of their isolated populations who still practice a way of life
developed over many C!!nturies.
Bertha Torrez, an Albuquerque
representative of the Hopi tribe, said
the tribal council favors the full implementation of PL 93-531 because
it means the return of ancient lands.
Torrez said since 1882 a number
of Navajos have acquir!!d squatter's
rights to II ,000 acres of Hopi land.
She S!!id the Navajos came to settle
in the area upon returning from .incarceration at Ft. Sumner, in westem New Mexico.
Since ihe 1940s, the Navajo tribe
has leased an area north of the disputed land to the Peabody Coal
Company for strip-mining.
Although some Navajos fear a possible expansion of strip-mining into
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continued from page 1
"Coalition to Preserve Student
Rights,'' said the groUp's major
obstacle was the wording.of thereferendum, "It looked like a good
deal for students," she said. "It
looked like it was going to save students money at the cashier's window. It was difficult to explain the
process that would have to lake
place,to really save the students any
money."

Dave Benavides, director of the
New Mexico Public Interest
droup .... a public service group
that receives money from
ASUNM - said he was pleased
students defeated the referendum.
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Referendum-----

ASUNM Seri.llyse Kusnetzsaid,
"I'm so glad. It would have meant a
lot of cuts for student groups. I'm
glad to see the money staying where
students know how it's being used.''
38i400

THE HEALTH PLAN WITH A
TRACK RECORD HAS FAR
MORE MEMBERS THAN ALL
OTHER PLANS, COMBINED.
YOU DESERVE THE BEST.
GO WITH THE WINNER.

the disputed area when the Hopis
gain title, Torrez said it was the
Navajo Tribal Council that first authorized coal leases to Peabody.
Countering Navajo allegations
that the Hopis sought the land for
exploitation of coal ani.! uranium deposits, Torrez said the tribe has imposed a moratorium on development
on the reservation.
Under PL 93-531, Torrez said the
two tribes would share equally in the
profits from mineral sales in the
area.
Hopi Tribal Chairman Ivan Sidney sent a message 19 Jake
Whitecrow, executive director of
the National Indian Health Board
and sponsor of the health conference, asking that Wednesday's
workshop be cancelled . "We question the intent and purpose of placing such a sensitive political issue on
the agenda,'' said Sidney's message.
"Such a presentation would be
totally one-sidell and intended to
cause controversy, distrust and sym·
pathy for the Navajos," he wrote.
Registered Nurse Pita Wood, a
speaker at the Wednesday's mental
health presentation, said the group
was able to get the program back on
the conference agenda after NIHB
officals had her group change the
name of the workshop from Mental
Health Problems Caused by the
Hopi!Navajo Land Dispute to Mental Health Problems.
Despite the name change, she said
an audience or at least 75 heard her
and others describe the psychological problems associated with the removal of traditionally-minded people from lands occupied for generations.
. She said a resolution asking the
NIHB for support would be drafted
Wednesday afternoon. "The resolution would say we have these health
problems and we need health services out there," Wood said.
She said the Indian Health Services and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs needed to improve coordination and funding to provide a sufficient level of services to the Navajo
population there.
"They just can't ignore us out
there," Wood said. "We also value
our tics to our land - the basis of
our health and well-being." Wood's
mother and sisters live in the disputed area.

"Students realized that there was little to gain and a lot to lose on this,"
he said. "I think the students made a
wise choice.''
ASUNM Sen. John Martinez
said, "! think the referendum was
targeted at organizations which the
SBBE thought should not be funded
by ASUNM funds. Whether that be
the Gay and Lesbian Student Union
or ethnic organizations, that's where
it was targeted.

-------------·-------------MBA: ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITY.

"Many groups that would have
been affected by this referendum
campaigned actively against it,"
Martinez said. ''The results of this
referendum dearly show that John
Marcelli and the SBBE, or the Col·
lege Republicans or whatever name
they go by. obviously do riot have a
mandate on this campus to cut student services or organizational
fundjng."
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Exchange Professor Sees Devoted Teaching at UNM
Jly Cynthia JJotteron
An exchange profcsser at the University of New Mexico says professors. here arc more devoted to
teaching than their counterparts in
Germany, and that American high
schools produce a positive type of
student, although the students ha vc
trouble expressing themselves.
"I deeply admire the professors
here," said Kurt Otten, an exchange
professor from the University of
Heidelberg. "They have a devotion
to teaching, where as in Germany
it's an obligation."
Otten switched places this semester with David McPherson, a UNM

English professor. under a onesemester exchange program established by the literature departments
of the University of Heidelberg and
UNM.
"I know my students need methis is something I have never heard
at a Gem1an university," Otten said.
"A German professor is judged only
as a specialist and scholar. l nave
great respect for American professors who sacrifice time from research for their students. Students
matter a gr<:at deal to them."
Education in Europe is more rigid
and specialized, Otten said. The
academic curriculum in the United
States is more general.ized, Students

can assume they will find an opportunity and know that time spent at a
university will nat be wasted, said
Otten.
Many students attending universities in· Europe arc depressed and
worry about their academic future,
he said. "No ,Future" has become
one of their slogans. France. England, Germ~ny and Italy have, what
Otten called, "academic unemployment.''
German students are hedged in,
more obedient and self-conscious,
he said.
"They want to be on the safe side,
they're not so outspoken," Mrs.
Kurt Otten said.

John
Ashbery

November 19th
7:30pm
Anthropology
Lecture Hall
(rm. 163)

\

1'. frecrcading~prescnted by the UNMPoets and Writers Series. Sponsored by ASUNM. GSA,thc English

l_----~~~--~~~~~gD~ep~a~r~tm~cn~t~,~a~n~d~th~e~C~re~a~u~v~e~W~r~i~~~~~===:=:=:=:=:=:~=:==~

''They (students) feel it's their responsibility when they don't know
(something) to find out ruther than
ask," Mrs. Kurt Otten said.
At a German university, initiative
lies with the professor, said Kurt
Otten. Here, students "examine the
professor. They want to get out of
him as much as possible.
"I .like the challenge of th<>t," he
said. ''It forces me to think of things
I might have taken for granted. I
have to get my brain running. Learning is mu~h more animated."
There is enormous diversity of
knowledge among students, he said.
Some are "very hampered by the
lack of achievement in the American
high schools,'' he said. "They never had to live and think up to requirements.
"On one hand, American high
schools manage to produce a recognizable and positive type of student," he said. "On the other hand,
many of my students have difficulties in expressing themselves. They
have no idea of their own history.
"High school produces a sort of
student you can mentally accept as a
student, but the amount of knowledge is minimal," he said. "There
is an enormous neglect of intellectual training."
In America, freedom and individual liberty have a more important
- role than in Germahy, Otten said.
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Germany is a "bureaucracy ridden
country."
Otten said the United States'
media is narrowly focused. In Germany, Reagan or news about America is on every night. In the five
months the Otten's have been in the
United States, they've seen news about Germany three times.
"Their world is limited tb their
neighborhood and community," he
said. There is a "provincializing of
American opinion.''
"When we go for a trip in the
country and cross the ,small town~, r
say to my husband, Do you thmk
that these people care about anything that happens to us in
Europe?'" Mrs, Otten said.

Report Contends
25 People Falsely
Sentenced To Die
NEW YORK (AP) - A report
released Wednesday by the American Civil Liberties Union contends
that 25 people have been executed
for crimes they did not commit and
318 have been wrongly convicted of
capital offenses since 1900.
The figures indicate that at least
one innocent person has been convicted ofa capital crime for every 20
executions carried out in the United
States since the turn of the century,
the research paper concludes.
Professors Hugo Adam Sedau of
Tufts University and Michael L.
Radclet of the University of Florida
said that in343 cases the crime never
occurred or the defendant did not
participate in it.
As a result of these mistakes, the
professors said, 25 people were
wrongfully executed, others came
within hours or days of being executed and many spent wasted years
in prison.
Though concrete evidence was
available in some cases, conclusions
of innocence in half of the cases, or
172 of those cited, were made by the
academicians.
They said in their introduction
that "the evidence that suffices to
convince us may not convince
others."
"'rhe most we can hope is that the
vast majority of impartial reviewers
of a given case will agree with our
judgments, even though we know
that some investigators examining
the same data that we have in our
files on the borderline cases might
reach. a different ... decision."
The report was released by the
New York-based ACLU at a national conference of the American Society of Criminology in San Dieg!l.
"These figures show that in evezy
year of this ccntuzy at least one person who was falsely and innocently
sentenced to death has been awaiting
execution," said Henry Schwarzschild, director of the ACLU's
Capital Punishment Project.
One of the cases cited was a 1975
Georgia case involving Jerry Banks,
who was convicted on two counts of
murder and sentenced to death.
The conviction was overturned
and he was retried after it was discovered the prosecution withheld evi·
dence. The second trial also ended in
a conviction,
A third trial was ordered in 1980
and a new Witness testified that the
fatal shots could not have come from
Banks' weapon. He was freed.
Three months later, Banks committed suicide after learning his wife
wanted a divorce.
"These horrible facts ate drama•
tic proof ofthe on-going fallibility of
our death-sentencing laws,''
Schwarzschild said in a statement
also released in New York.
The ACLU concludes from the
report that the death penalty should
be abolished "because it regularly
executes or convicts innocent
people."

Farer Favors Having Community College
But Said Extensive Research is Needed
By Maria DeVarenne
and Jhn Wiesen
University of New Mexico President Tom Farer says he instinctively
favors. having a community college
but noted that research must be done
before decisions are made,
Parer told the Greater Albuquerque Community Educational
Alliance Tuesday that it is "not a
question of should we have a community college" but a matter of
where and how effecient it would
be,
He urged the alliance not to have
any forums until a comprehensive
data base was developed. He said
the group needs to- develop the cost
issues before proposing anything to
the community,
Farer said, "The real question is
what do we need to know about
education in Albuquerque and
where do we go from here?''
He said the alliance is obligated to
inform the public about the educational needs of the community and
then ask the community what it
wants.

Centennial
Coordinator
Makes Plans
By Maria DeVarenne

Redd Torres Eakin is the new
University of New Mexico centennial coordinator and says her immediate goal is to moblize a community task force.
Eakin, was a previous Alumni
Association president, said she will
be working closely with UNM President Tom Farer and establishing
official criteria for the centennial
celebration.
The University will observe its
I DOth anniversary in 1989. ~
Eakin said the centennial will represent the past, present and "give us
a chance to look to the future."
Parer, who interviewed the applicants and made the selection, said it
is an enormous project and "we're
starting with one good person.''
Joel Jones, who organized the
position posting, said the coordinator will work with several centennial
committees to plan activities and
events.
The position pays about .$14,000
and has been vacant for eight or nine
months since Jess Price retired.
Farer said, "we really need to get
going" for a celebration of this mag·
nitude.
Before Price left, he prepared a
report of the Centennial Planning
Committee in December 1984. The
report recommended that the centennial observance develop a strong
awareness of and support for
UNM's leadership role in education
and societal development; build
pride in UNM among students,
faculty, staff and alumni; highlight
UNM'.s substantial international and
regional involvement and demonstrate its commitment to international
and regional programs; and reemphasize the University as a major
cultural center in the Southwest.
Objectives r~commcndcd in the
report include engaging alumni .in
centennial .activities designed for
widespread community invol~
vement; conducting a program of
activities throughout New Mexico to
help acquaint junior and senior high
school and mid-school students with
the University; and to record UNM's
history.
Parer said he has received several
names of people to write the history
but a selection has not been made.
Jones, in a previous intervie_W
said, "It will be a lot of work; wnting. the University's history is achallenging task, It is really an.important
milcstont: for this institution. It
gives the University a strong sense
of identity - students will feel a
sense of tradition, a tangible past."

"We want what's best for Albuquerque and the state/' Farer said.
Farer said the three institutions
working together is "unprecedented" and "should set a good
example" for UNM, New MexiGo
State University and the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology to work together to improve
higher education.
"I'm delighted in the progress
we've (the alliance) made- we
have done things," Farer said,
The alliance is an agreement
among the Albuquerque Public
Schools, Technical-Vocational Institute anq UNM to work together to
meet the sub-baccalaureate, postsecondary needs of students,

In 1985, the alliance established a
respiratory therapy program ;md a
cooperative nursing program between UNM and T-VI.
The alliance accomplished a
transferable course work agreement
which allows five UNM associate
degree programs to accept some TVl course work.
The alliance was responsible for
the cooperative effort by UNM and
T-VI to accomodate the need for developmental math and English
courses to UNM students.
"The need at UNM was evident
and T- VI had the capability to
assist," Robert Stamm, alliance
chairman, said. "I saw this as posi·
tive evidenc.e that the aiHance is
working."

HAIRCUTS

S6.00
UNM STUDENTS

ss.oo

PERMS
(cut included)

szz.so

115 Danmouth SE.
rn the Alley behind

Walw~ns

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
"NOW''
BEING SERVED DAILY
OPENING TILL CLOSING
Mini Pizza with 4 Toppings
&. Small Drink ONLY $2.39
With Single SeJVing Salad
ONLY $3.89 +Tax

(blended "Special" this Location Only)
2300 Central S.E. 268-4504
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Theater Arts Presents Moliere's Imaginary Invalid
t

Rio Grande Writers Quarterly Hosts Poetry Reading
Three of New Mexico's finest regional writers will read from.their work>. ut
the KiMo Theater Nov, 18 ;tt 7 p.m. wbcn the Rio Grande V.:ntcrs Association presents Southwestern Discoveries, a benefit poetry readmg :tnd concert
for the Rio Gmnde Writers Quarterly.
Native New Mexican writers Rudolfo Anaya, Luci Tapahonso and Keith
Wilson will take part in the benefit along with The Stamon Hirsch, James
Lasce/les Band, who will play Caribbean jaz:r..
Anaya is the author of Bless Me Ultima and three othcrnovels. He teaches
.
.
.
creative writing and Chicano literature at UNM.
rapahonso ts a NuvaJO poet from Shiprock who is an assoctate profes.sor m
American Studict> at UNM. She has published two books and a collccuon of
her poems is set to come out in 1986.
.
.
.
.'
.
.
Wilson is a poet in residence at New Mexico State Umvers.tty. He has
published 18 books of poems and his. wor~ is wit~ ely ant~olo?tzed.
The Rio Gnmde Writers Quwterly JS a l.uerary JO~J?lal lor ~outhwcstern
writers which publishes poems, short stones and cnucal revtews b~ local
writers. The Quarterly is in transition from a short newsletter to a hterary
journal.
.
.
Proceeds from the benefit will fund four promouonal tours _for th~Journal.
The Qual'terly staiTwill do public readings throughoutthe rcgJOn to J~trodu~e
the publication to Southwestemwriters. Ten percent of the funds rat sed wtll
go to the All Faiths Receiving Home, a local shelter for abused, abandoned
and neglected children.
Tickets for the benefit are $5 in advance and $6.50 at the door. For more
information call 247·8736 or 256-7573.

!
I

'

The University of New Me;dco Department of Theater Arts presents The Imaginary Invalid on Nov. 14,
15, 16, 21, 22 and 23 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 16 at 2 p.m.
in Rodey Tl!eater in the Fine Arts Center. Tickets
are $6 for the public and $4 for students, faculty and
staff•. l<'or more information, call 277-4402.

By Joline Krueger

·.
Luci Tapahonso will read from her poetry Nov. 18 at a benefit for the Rio Grande Writers
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Chiropractor Dr, Carol Dunn wlll speak.
Akobollct Aaoaymou Sa~tttull")' Group will hold a
clostd mce~lns; for study and discussion every

Thursday, 12 noon, at the Newman Centerr 181!1 Las

Lomas_NE.
Tbunday Nlabt Live will be at 7 p.m. every Thursday
at Geology Bldg. room 122. Everybody welcome.

Sponsored by the Campus Crusade for Christ,
TOMORROW'S EVENTS
latemalion&l Proanuu and Suvlca Open Hoa.e on

Fri., Nov. 1$, 24 p.m., at Mesa Vista Hall room
2111.
Meet Joe Mtrctr, Candld•te for Covemor on Fri.,
Nov~ 1.5~ 8 p.m. at the Phi Oamm!l Delta House, 1801
Mesa Vista. Reception to rollow. UNM J.D. required.

Classic plays have their own tone, their own connotations,und their own way of either attracting or repelling
the theater-goer, who wonders: is it relevant? Will I
understand? Is it so dated that it isn't funny anymore?
If you ask those questions of assistant Director Ora·
ham Scott Green about Moliere's The Imaginary In·
valid, the answers will be emphatically positive.
The Imaginary Invalid centers around a hyperbolic
hypochondriac, Argan (played by Tony R. Chan) and
his absurd belief in the bizarre panderings of his doctors
and his obsessive need to continue his hypochondria as
economically as possible.
Paradoxically, Argan (French for "gas") is "the
picture of health, He's a robust man," Green explains.
"As his brother (Steven A. Castello) says, the proof of
how healthy he (Argan) is is that he nasn't died from all
the treatments.
"You, constantly hear about malpractice suits, outrageous statistics on unnecessary surgery - the priest·
hood of hypocrisy. It seems like whatever a doctor says
is handed down from the mountain and written in stone.
That situation hasn't cnanged much in over 300 years,''
Strong stuff from a doctor's son.
The pivotal action revolves around the shrewd maid
(Sheila Tousey) who is determined to prevent the hap-
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UNDERGRADUATES!
Do you have a paper
due this semester?
Do you n·eed help getting started,
finding sources, finalizing a d~aft?

QUALITY
Lessons • Sales
Rentals • Repairs

If the answers to the the above questions
ore "yes" come to the Sl~ills Center
writing lab for assistance.

143 Harvard SE • 265·3315
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SONGS YOU KNOW BY HEART
JIM!v\Y BUFFED'S GREATEST HITS
INCLUDES
Volcano
Boat Drinks
Pencil Thin Mustache
Grapefruit ·Juicy Fruit
Why Don't We Get Drunk
Changes in Latitudes, Changes in Attitudes
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CORONADO CENTER

13 OF HIS ALL-TIME BEST:
Cheeseburger in Paradise
He Went to Paris
Fins
Son of a Son of a Sailor
A Pirate Looks at Forty
Margaritavi lie
Come Monday

Record Bar
SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH NOYEMBER 27

Ortiz

Sheila Tousey and Tony Chan rehearse for the theater arts
department's new play, The Imaginary Invalid. The first performance will be tonight in Rodey Theater.

Right On
Vour Doorstep!

-1. Hoberman, VILLAGE VOICE

Put on a Jimmy Buffett album and it's
again. Every song brings back those days of sun
and rum and fun. Now MCA Records brings
Jimmy's best, on one great album.
They're all here: the songs of open seas and open
roods, coconuts and cheeseburgers, blenders and
benders, sailboats and sunsets. Songs to bring
back summer. At a price that'll bring a smile.

less marriage between the dull and bovine young doctor
(David Botes) and Argan's daughter (Lee Ann Eaves)
that has been arranged simply to provide Argan free
access to his son"in-law's medical attention.
"It's a typical neo-classical French farce where you
have a stupid aristocrat and an extremely intelligent
servant,'' Green says.
"Moliere is~ master of the moving action comedy the physical farce comedy. What makes a farce funny
is not so much the dialogue but the situation people are
stuck in."
Director Denise Schultz has also incorporated a chorus of whimsical commentators, a sort of running dialogue, throughout the play to add afurther dimension to
the frenetic action on stage.
Ironically, Tne Imaginary Invalid was Moliere's last
work. Not being a stranger to illness and doctors him··
self, Moliere (as Argan) became violently ill midway
through the fourth performance but managed to finish
the play and died several hours later.
This production is being more energetically advertised due to the recent formation of Associated Students
of Theater Arts whose purpose is to create a greater
awareness of their departmental happenings. They are,
Green said, more than just ''those weird people in that
building. If we want the University to recognize us, we
have to go out there and be recognized." Eventually
tney would like to see collaborations between all the
liberal arts departments.
Green realizes that the comedies of Moliere must be
judged under' the stage lights and not the reading lamp.
rt is up to the directors and the actors to rediscover and
make relevant the rich humor, the universal recogni·
lion, and the timelessness of Moliere for their audience.

TRADITIONAL
CATHOLICISM
vs.
THE MODERNIST
APOSTACY

Cost: FREE
Phone: 277-4560
Location: 3rd floor, Zimmerman Library
The Sl~ills Center also provides free tutoring for students enrolled in ANY undergraduate
course. Call 277-4560 for more information.

What has happened to the traditions of the Roman Catholic Chruch? Do the changes in the concilliar church
amount to heresy? Did the Blessed Virgin Mary predict
these occurances at Fatima and La Salette? What is an
orthadox Catholic to do? These and other crucial problems anicting the Catholic Traditionalist Movement will be
addressed in a speech by Father Thomas Marie Vaillancourt, C.M.R.L, on Thursday NOV. 14th at 7:00pm in
room 231 of the S.U.B.
A Traditional Latin Tridentine Mass will also be offered by
Father Thomas at 5:30pm at the UNM Alumni Chapel
with Rosary and confessions at 5:00pm NOV. 14th.

Weekly Math Workshops:
Moth 100 - Mondays 11 : 00
Thursdays 2:00
Moth 150 - Wednesdays 2:00
Moth 120- Tuesdays 2:00
Wednesdays 11:00
Moth 162 - Wednesdays 12: 00

Sponsored by Tradition in Action.
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SUNDAY BRUNCH
Flamenco Guitarist
9:30am • 1:30pm

By Johnny Moreno

1844 Lomas Nfi (comer of Yale)
Can lightning strike twice in the
:/=::::::::::::;:::::::;~=:;~;;;;;;;;~~;:;::;::;:;::;::;::;:===~~
same
place?
1
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R
M
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2 & 3 year Army ROTC scholarships
worth up to $7,000 will be available to
quaified applicants. Interested? For
more information call Capt. Klauck 2770673 or 831-8394/5,

Mets' Gooden Unanimous

Air Force Aims to Shoot· Down BYU

with

Gerald Chavez

ENGINEERS

-----=SP-orts

WAC Dream Game

PRESENTS

R
0
T

c

That's the question which the Air
Force Falcons will be trying to
answer this Saturday in Provo,
Utah, when they take on the
Brigham Young Cougars in a Western Athletic Conference dream
matchup.

The defending national champion
BYU may be the largest stumbling
block for the No. 4 Falcons, who
could very well be the second

straight national clmmp from the
WAC. But they're not getting too far
ahead of themselves.
"These guys are very realistic,"
AFA assistant Coach Tom Miller
said of the Falcons. "They're not
thinking about the m1tional championship at all. We have to play well
every week and they've done a great
job of that every week."
Miller is the defensive line coach
and it's his job to prepare the Falcons
for the job of containing BYU Heisman candidate quarterback Robbie
Bosco. Pressure, of course, will be

Miller said he would usc anywhere from two to eight men mshing
on any given situation. When reminded that Bosco picked the
Lobos' two-man msh defense apart
last year, he said, "Yes, but UTEP
beat them this year with a two-man
msh, so there's two sides to every
story. You have to be able to execute
no matter what you do. If you msh,
you'd better be all over those receivers."

Led by senior quarterback Bart
Weiss, the Falcons rim the wishbone
offense with halfbacks Johnny
Smith, Brian Knorr and fullback
Kelly Pittman. Air Force easily
leads the conference in rushing and
is ranked in the top 10 with over 310
yards per game.
BYU Head Coach LaVelle Edwards was not available for comment.
Whichever team wins, New Mexico stands to gain. Either team will
get to keep only 50 percent of whatever bowl revenues it makes. Ten
percent of the remaining pot will go
to each other conference school,
with the WAC office getting the remaining 20 percent. That means if
Air Force gets $1 million for appearing in the Fiesta Bowl, for example,
UNM will get about $50,000,
But there's no point counting
chickens just yet. That could lead to
getting egg on one's face. As AFA
Coach Miller put it, "Right now, the
attitude is 'Let's go out and win the
WAC. The national championship
will take care of itself.'"
For local TV fans, the dream
game will be televised live Saturday
on KOB-TV, Channcl4, at noon.

The lJNM men's cross country team will line up and compete with the best at the
District 7 Championships in Boise, Idaho, Saturday. Lobo head Coach Del Hessel, now in
his sixth year at UNM, will take his top six runners. Lobo captain, senior Greg Keith, will
be looking to improve on his 19th place finish of a year ago.

By Johnny Moreno

o~eflr

The UNM women's :tennis
team will host New Mexico State
at the Lobo Tennis Club Friday at
.2:30p.m.
The voUeybilll team will close
its season this weekeniJ at home.
Tbel.Qbos (2·8, 8·15) will enter"
tain Utah (6-4, 18-11) Friday
night at7:30 itt the Pit andBYU
· (8•2, 25.9) 'on Sa1Utday at 7:30
· p,in. in JoJulsoll Gym. · .
"If we can get good perform·
.ances from (J.Uiie) Barrett,
(Cathy) l'eterson and (Ilaven)
Quelle, w.e may have a chance,''
head Coa¢bJ,a._tKeqel said,
·. The Tipoff banquet ffil" 111e

FREE.
CallUs!

262·1662
3920 Central S.E.

.

bi)Oster ciub fottbe Onivei'$ityi
Ticket$ are $15 and teserva•
.tio11sJorU\e l:tanquetcan I:Jemade· ·

Brewed in Munich, ·
in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.

. f,am·tWtp~m ·· dlnit~wi1lbe ..
· · il'·
.·.sel"Ved
. . . . ·. at•7l
.... . . . . .· ·
,r
wilt .11e. Joe u~
·!f ·.
president• ill~·.

ot

.ttfagicians~ln ~ ·
'

'

-
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PIZZA

DELIVERS~

anen•s ~etl)llllifam will be .
held Npv, 21 at the Albuquerque
Hilton.. ·It's .S[JOlisored ·by• thll'
Ul\t.M Lobo Club,, the Official

. by ¢alli~g tbeWbO Club at 277.·.
. 5014 0t 217-,352(), C~ktails ~

DOMINO'S

Marron Hall, Room 131
Open Mon. ~ Fri. - Sam to 5pm
Telephone- 277~6228
Cash~ Check~ MasterCard~ Visa

have six runners who can do that.''
All-America Carole Roybal will lead the Lobos
into battle. She will also be seeking revenge against
NAU's Angela Chalmers, who beat Roybal earlier
this month. Other Lobos hopeful of giving UNM a
victory are pawn Gale, Diana Baca, Dawn Eriacho,
Julie Farrer, Yvette Haran and Delores Zamora.
BYU's Jill Holiday will be looking to repeat as
district champion as will her team. "BYU is not a
lock," Schmandt said. "He (BYU Head Coach Patrick Shane) even admitted it. Sure, he's gonna say
that, but I agreeWith him this time. It's always tough
to get five runners to perform well on any given
day.''
But Schmandt said her team is capable of doing
just. that. The whole point of the season is to prepare
for, and peak at, the district championships.
"They're quietly motivated," she said of her
athletes. "They don't have to make a lot of noise to

Finally, the national cross country elite won't have
District 7 to kick around anymore. In the past, when
it came to women's cross country, only the district's
champion went to the NCAA championships; but
now, the top two teams will be going.
That's good news for UNM, which finished
second in last year's meet. But the Lobos will face
tougher competition Saturday when they travel up to
Boise, Idaho, for the High Country Athletic Conference and District 7 Charppionships.
.
There is no doubt the depth of talent has increased
in the past few years and neither East nor West Coast
can ignore this mountainous, desert region any longer. BYU is now ranked 12th in the nation and the
Lobos are 18th, and new member, UTEP, formerly
of the Oil Country Conference, has a strong tradition
and will be one of the Lobos top competitors this
weekend.
But the depth of talent on the Lobos has increased
also. "Last year, our best runner averaged a 5:13
mile for a three-mile workout," said Cindy
Schmandt, Lobo cross country coach. "This year, 1

Deadline • 1:00 p.m Day Prior to Publication
Ad,•crtising Rates- 17¢ per word per day or I Z¢ per word per day
li1r fivl! or more consecutive days with no changes. Cam11Us depart•
mcnts and chartered student organi:ations ma)' usc Las.Nntidas for
announcements. Las Noticias rate is 10¢ per word,

Las N otic las
HEO/SHPE WILL MEET on Wed., Nov. 20 at 7:00
p.m. In Woodward 147,

win."
But if they do win, odds arc Schmandt will make
some noise. just so those elitists won't ignore District 7 anymore.

--------T
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Domino's Pizza'!;!
Limited Delivery Area.
One coupon per pizza.
Coupon also good
for carry·oul.
Expires:
December 31. 1985
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Order any delicious
Domino's Pizza1!1' and gef

75cofl

Limited Delivery Area.
One coupon per pizza.
Coupon also good
for carry·out.
E:xpires:
December 31, 196S
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Hours!
11 al11•i am
Sun.·Thurs.
11am·2am
Fri.&Sat.

I
II
1
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The other unanimous winners
were Sandy Koufax in 1963, '65 and
'66; Denny McLain in ! 968; Bob
Gibso11 in 1968; Steve Carlton in
1972 and '77; Ron Guidry in 1978;
11nd Rick Sutcliffe in 1984.
Votes are cast by two members of
the BBW AA from each National
League city with a first-place vote
counting five points, three for
second and one for third.
"I'm honored to have my name
listed with the other Cy Young winners," said Gooden. "So much has
happened to me in such a short
period of time - Rookie of the
Year last year and now this. Still, I
would gladly trade both of these
awards for one World Series ring.
That'.s what I will be shooting for
next year.''
His ERA of 1.53 was a team record, and J1e led the league with 276
2-3 innings pitched, 268 strikeouts
and 16 complete games. He also had
eight shutouts, second in the NL to
Tudor's I 0 . He also had a 14-gamc
winning streak during the season.
With a 17-9 record in his rookie
season of 1984, Gooden has a career
record of 41-13.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

Cross Country Team Ready

J.oeA

l11e great beers of the world go by tine name: towcnbrau.

NEW YORK (AP) ~- Softspoken but nard-throwing Dwight
Gooden of the New York Mets became the youngest player ever to
win the Cy Young award, receiving
unanimous acclaim Wednesday as
the best pitcher in the National
League last season.
Gooden, who turns 21 on Satur•
day, also became the first pitcher to
win Rookie of the Year and Cy
Young awards in successive seasons. The right-hander had a record
of 24-4 and led the National League
in earned run average, strikeouts,
complete games and innings
pitcned.
Gooden received 120 points from
the Baseball Writers' Association of
America, becoming the seventh
pitcher to receive the award unanimously.
John Tudor of St. Louis, 21-8
during the season, was second with
65 points, followed byOrel Hershiser of Los Angeles with 17, Joaquin
Andujar of St. Louis with six, Fernando Valenzuela of Los Angeles
with four, Tom Browning of Cincinnati with three and Jeff Reardon of
Montreal with one.

the key. "Obviously, everybody has
that idea," he said. ''But you have
to cover them when you pressure, so
we want to put pressure without too
many mshing."

What else can be said about Bosco? He's second in the nation in total
offense and the Cougars lead the
WAC passing and total offense,
averaging over 500 yards per game
wnich is also tops in the nation, On
the other nand, Air Force has just the
kind of ball control offense which
eats up both time and yardage to
keep Bosco off the field.

•
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IJ/20

IIRIDGE GAMES AND lessons Tht.:rsday nlgbu.
7:00 p,m. SUD 2JO Room c.& D.
lJ /14
CANTERBURY fiLM SOCIETY pr«mt.s: ~~An
Otncer And A Oentleman". Thursday, Nov. 14 at 7
p.m. St. Thomas or Canterbury Episcopal Chur·
ch- 42' Unf..,ersity NE. 247·251$, Adin!sslon free,
All welcome.
11/14
PUBUCATIONS BOARD MEI:.TING: November
19th, II :00 a.m., Second floOr Journalism Ocpt.
11/19
fREE MOVIE. COUPON book rot sale on NOrth
SUB Mall aodaydurlnalunch. Or call Erica 296.6391,
leave mesuae. Sports Or: Deita Slama Pl.
11114
POETS AND WRITERS: Conceptions Southwest is
looking for a few great people to· fill literary staff
openings. JC )'ou want Ia beet up your resUme With
Ptat'tital tdlting aedentlah, c:ome by Marron ·H•U
Room 131, 8·$ and fill aut an applicatton.
trn

SCOOTER, JUST THOUGHT I would say llllLLOI
MisHoU, Doc.
JJ/14
VAURIE, GOLFER fROM Corrales! I found mY
pUtter. CaJJ for a &tme. Bob, 298·3931,
11114
L PINTO CALL me Elayna. 266-2485,
11/JS
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to a friend, somwne

.spetlal or your

family. Make cont1ct In the.

classlfitd! today. De~dllne: I p.m. the day btrore
Insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
GliDER SCRUMmOUS DESSERTS now Jor
Thltlksgivins. Come -set !=Jur wonderful alft baskets
lor bolldey a,ivlnsl 'Lunch at San P•squalle Kliebert
415 University NE &t'ross lrcm MuweU Mu,eum.
247•2JI$,

11/19

IIAYDN, WAGNER, BEETHOVEN. Half price
student_ rush tickets. Frlday, Nov. H, Albu~uerque
Little Theatre, 8:05pm. Concert time 8:l!5. Chamber
Ort'hestra or AlbUQUerque. 241..0262-,
I J!I$
LEARN TO FLY I Professional instruction. Jim 217 ..
:!482.
ll/t4
JIORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS. Beginners· to

I
I
ad\<artee.leaneue822·8413,
i2/J6
I Personals
I HtV· SONANO, MY daughter will marry your son, Services
no matter what! Marlo.Puzo.
ll/14
I DARBILET'SSTUDY.
NEED HELP WITH wridng reSearch papers, tmn
ll/i4
pal>f:rs? Call
(al'ter .5) for editinglwridni
I DELTA
SIGMA PI pledges. Great job with in-servlCM,
12101
tervh:wsl You•re almost there.
11114
OUT of conttol about fOOd?
I DARRE._'l W. (THE QUAD ptayer): How can a BULIMIA? FEELING
Treatment Program at Kracman
person be
as many times as you have and silll
Presbytet_ian Hospital aa.n help erjd- )'our nightmare•
I want
togo· on living? o&O.
11/14
llclpline is free and conndeniJal,
I HAPPY BJRTIIDAY KATRINA We love,Yout BC$t Our
day or night. We. Understand eatlni dlsordeu••• And
roreVerf Sentur)"andJetta. BONsl.
Jl/14
I PIfriends'
PHI ACTIVES ... khoc:l<. .knO<k...
ll/t4
I SECRET PALS FROM fi"t floor Zla IJ and .14.
2~33'12

cut~otr

Anorellifi~Butimia

Ca11291~:2.$$0

Hours:

11 am-1 am

Sun.-Thors.
11 am-2am
Fri. & Sat.

I

I
I

--------~-------~
FUNDING APPLICATIONS
For fiscal year 1986·1987
.
will be available Monday, Nov 18th from the
Graduate Student Association
NM Union Room 200
277·3803

Mandatory Funding Workshop
lhis workshop will aid you in filling out the GSA budget application •
Friday, November 22 at 3:15 p.m.
in Room 231 C·D of the SUB

Your pals from Zuni can't wail tomeetyoullf. 11114
Gtl_r HOPE YOU have a great birthday! I mis~e<J
YOU1 - Love Les:iie-.
il/14
HEYZETASIIIuvyoualliZLAM L.U,
11/14
GIBIIE! HAPPY 10tbl We luv ya! from the gttl;
n~t doort.
H/14
MATIHEW B. GOOD LUCK with your plant !rip.
Knock 'em·· dead. It )'ou heed i charity to donate yotlr
first che<:lno I'd be willin1 to handle 'the mor.cy, love
Erlca. P.S. W"'lhls•orth waltlua for7.
11/14
Cl~ IS THAT all we're after, just lips and lep711.
11/14
JAMfS p, HAPPY BIRTHDAY llov• you Denlta.
H/14
DEAR TOM, 'YOU'RE my ravorl.u: ·teddy burt
Ha:ppytWoWed!iltove,J•net.
11/14
J.A.S. KllTEN- THANKS FOil 365 of th• be!t
days of mY lite, Lovt - Blu<"eyes, P.S, I wish I
II/J4
rould be hfte bill NMSU won't.let me gO.
DEBBIE, YOU'RE ALWAYS on in)' mind. I love

EYEGLASSES INTEJINATIONAL, SKILLED In
f'ittli'IJ spect.lc1e.J •. Contact Lens._ By Dr. a.·e. E!nalish •
PAY LESS OPTICIANS, JOI9 Mcnaul
NE. """".attosS from La Belle's. 8fl8-4778~
ttn
STUDY GUITAR AT Mare'i Ouitar Center. Five
dedicated proressional frtStructOri:, AU styfes, illl
levels. Call_us it u;:;~llt~. l_43 karvatd SF..
1rn
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave Sl!,
~56-1061.

Ballet, Jau:. _Vocal Coaehina~

trn

CONTACT POLISHING SOLtmONS CloMy
Optical Company on LOmas just west otWruhlrtgtotl.

t.fn

<C 1985 Millet BreWing Co. Milwaukee, WI;

continued on page 12
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WORD PROC!'lSSINGSERYICF.S. 884·7238.
tfn
LElT•:.R QUAUTY WORD processing. $1.50/pg.
242·5427,
12/16
F.XPt;RIENCED TYPIST UNIVERSITY area. Style
choices. Reasonable.2~H604.
12/16
I'APERWORKS 266·1118,
tf11

Classifieds cont.
INFOIIMh'flON ABOUT con·
aborti<m, Right to Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNACY Tl'!STING & counseling. Phone 247•
ACCUII,..TE

tra~eptiou, sterlil~.atlon,

m~

kl!chen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room nne:! laundry, Adull
co.uples, no pets. Open Sundays, 1520 University N£,
243.-2444.
tfn
.•'OR RENT; FFFCIENCY apartm~nt, 1410 Girard
NE. S2SO/mo., for one person, $270/mo, for 2
persons. all Utilities paid, Sl7S security deposit, Fully
fumi~hed, securi.IY loc~s and laundry facUlties. No
children or pets, Please ~all before ():()() in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Housing

~

ATI'RACTIVE LA.RGJ' E;FFICIENCY, F~rnished
brand new. $259 plus electric. 5150 deposit. Near
Ww;blpgton-Zuni. i\duhs only, No pets. 265·6160.
11120
LARGE EFFICIENCY, FURNISIIEI> $22!1/month.
Utilities pai<l. Near UNM and TVI. Excellent COil·
dition. 2306 Oarfield, SE. 255-7129.
ll/20
hPARTMENT FOR RENT. All utilities paid single
bedroom, Very close to UNM. $320/month, Cali 2~53074,
11120
LIVE TUE J!EST of this month rent free! Large 0 ne
br "Purlment, dishwasher, patio, pool, laundrY
facllilics in quiet secu.re complex. Available li/15.
Call evenings 256-l 54Skeep trying I,
11/15
EFfiCIENCY: ONE BLOCK from UNM; corn·
pletely furnished; fQr quiet serious student; utilities
paid. $225/rno. 266·5066.
11118
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share access to 24 sq ft
home. Personal bathroom. C.lose to UNM. Sl90 plu;
share utilities. 25~7450.
11/18
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, ONE block tQ
UNM. Deluxe one and two bedrooms $32S·S42!1,
Includes utilities, 141 Columbia Dr, SE 268-0525,
11/18
HELP! DESPERATE BUILI>ER must sell nowi
Unique, two bedroom eonlemporarY home 10 min
from UNM. Call agent Beth at Vaughan Company
293-300(); 344·!1623.
11/15
CHAJ(MING HOUSE TO share own bedroorn, pet~.
Near UNM. Mature responsible only, 522!1/mo; 'It
utilities,
11/15
Sl\ VE MONEY. NO frills means no hidden costs
tacked on to your rent. Pay for what you really want:
extra-large, clean, comfortable apartments frorn
$320, Adults only, no pets please. Phone 881.3391.
12116
ROOMMATE WANTt:I> TO share 2bdrm/2bath
apartment, Quiet and mature but li~es to have fun,
NON·SMOKER, must be neat. $240/mo. plus l1
utilities. 842-9032.
11/17
BLOCK TO Uf'IM· Completely refurbished one
bedroom furnished .apartments. No children or pets.
S300-3)0 Includes utilities. 209·6 Columbia SE, 2S52685.
11/15
CLEAN, QUIET EFi'IENCIES available five blocks
from campus. All utilities paldl Ca11268-6700 and asK
about the Omni House Apartments.
11/15
ONE-BEDROOM WITH garage near UNM and
park. Available now, 1409 Hazeldine SE, $285,
Dillion Real Estate 294-1459.
tfn
TOWNIIOUSE APARTMENT 2 bdr, 1 bath,
Washer, dryer hookup, free cable TV, private yard,
fireplace. University and Stadium area. 540(). Dillion
Real Estate, 294·1459.
tfn
TJ{E CITADEL: SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, 1bberrom
or efficiency, $310 to $395, All utilities paid. Deluxe

Typing/Word Processing
1.'Yl'ING OR WORDPROCESSING. neasonable
rates, all manuscripts. 26().3372 (after~. M·Fl. 12/11
TYPING: t:XCEI,LENT SPELLING lit; Orammar,
FAST. accurate. Close to UNM. ~55·3580.
11127
99 CENTS PAG•: DI'GREED typist. Fast, accurate,
34:i-3154.
•
11/27
OUTSTANIJING QUALITY, IIEASONABLE
prices. Paper, mnnus~ripU, word processing, theses,
R~surnes, 881·0313.
11/2!1
QUICK, ACCURAn; TYPING: research papers.
these>, dissertntlous, .charts, graphs, in my home. The
Other Ofnce. 836-3400.
ll/1.2
PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES, Complete
resume p.reparatlolh Ail fields. Call toll free anytime.
1·80()·6·CAREJlR.
ll/15
.-AST, ACCURATt: TYPIST can take care of all
your typing needs. Over 12 yrs experience,
~J.SOIDSIPG, Call Valerie Preston at 836·6507
between 9 am ~nd5 prn weekdays.
U/14
Tift; WRITER'S CUOICE. Quality word
pro>c.,ing. 265-5203.
11/14
QUAJ,JTY TYPING. $1.50/page •. NE. Mornings and
evenings before 8 pm. :299·5641.
11/22
'rYPING, t'AST, ACCURATE, Affordable. 299·
liOS.
05112
"f.XPI~RT WORD PROCESSING, Q.s. English.
29H518".
12/16
TYPING/WORD PROCES51NG Rates Begin 8!1
~cnts/pg, 294·4728.
ll/22
WORO PIIOCESSING DONE In mY home. Call
12109
Carol at 242-7668.
l'ROt'ESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING
GUARANTEED. 265·1088.
12/6
WORD PROCt:SSING SERVICES. NE Heights.
Cnll293-0508, 8 am·/ pm.
12/16
TYI'IST: TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970 •. 11/16
J'ltOFESSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and
reliable. Reasonable rates. Cali Karen 294-4624.1.2/16
fULL COLOR Vlt;WGRAPIJS, computer graphics
nnd technical word-processing, Highest qualhy,'25%
discoUlit toUNM S!Udcnts/$tnff.26<i·S671.
12/16
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. Acade!nY Blv\1.
nren. Nancy- 821·1490.
ll/15
I'ROH:SSIONAL WORD PROCESSING, Plck•Up
nnd deliver. 28.1·1387,
12/16
"PLACE TO GET Your Stuff Typed", Word·
proccsslnjl. Resumes, .thesis, dissertations and rnore,
Technftul mQth, multi .lingual capability. APA·UNM
format. DarbnraStewart. 268-5345.
11/27
I'ROFilSSIONAL TYPIST. Nil heights. 823-1865.
12/16

For Sale
ANNUAL COMPUTE;R EQUIPMENT sale, demo
and trade In computers. Used !erminals, printers. Up
to 60"/o off software •. Loading dock sale electroni.c
parts, power supplies, disc drives, surplus•cquipment.
tOO's of items Sat., Nov. 16, 9-5. Suritee Computers,
11/15
Jj2J Eubank NE.
USED COMP.UTER FOR sale, Kaypioll, 2 floppy
disk With software. $799 or best offer. 292-7848,
11/19
STEAL A MOPED A beautiful red 30CA motor
scatter 600 miles. Call888·1804. $595 OBO,
II/IS
TIBETAN VEGETABLE DYES. coll)r these beautiful
homespun wool sweaters from Nepal, S10 off with
mention of this ad, Rising Star Imports 101 Cornell
SE (across from UNM).
.11/15
COTI'ON FUTONS, :UBUTONS, Zafus. !!right
Future Futon Co. 2424 Garfield, SE, 268-9738, 12/16
BUY SELL TRADE Oood used tires wheels custom
stock mounting spin balancing repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITH UNM ID. World Wheels. 255·
5382; .3601 Central NE,
lfn

on

EXPERIENCED CASHIERS NEEDE;D: Daytime
w~ekend shift ol!ly. .Apply .in person. Frontier
Restaurant •.240() Central SE.
11/15
SENIORS; PEACE CORPS offers an opportunitY to
Put Your .Skills to wor~ overseas where they are
urgently needed. Call277·2961 for info.
lt/15
N!IED EXTRA MONEY? Oct exercise and rnake
money pulling out fiyers on homes, For more In·
formation call Margie 884-$705.4
11/21
PART·TIME JOB, Cler~/stock. Graduate student,
must be over21. Need early afternoons frorn 1-6 p.rn.
and evening help. Apply in person, No phone calls.
Save-Way Liquor Store. 5704 Lornas NE and SS16
Menaul NE. ·
11/18
MAKE MONJ>Y, HAVE fun. First-class live. en·
tertainment qigbt club now }!iring 20 dancers, cocktail
waitress. FulVpart time. Now interviewing II a.m."IO
p.m. daily. 298-1868. 2294 Wyoming NEat Menaul.

uno

NEW CLUB NEEDS at once: dancers, cocktail
waitress, bartender' Full or part time. Apply 3 p,m,•9
p.m. daily in p~rson, 831·2020, 2900 Coors NW.
Corne in now!.
1100

Work-Study
FINhNCIAL hNALYST, MUST be Workstudy
qualified. Accoun!lng and typing dulles. 20 .hours/Week. Call Kay at 277-3622.
11/20
WORK-STUDY POSITION available at The
Intensive English Institute; Marrpn Hall213 orphon.e
277-7540; 277·403Z.
1111!1

Autos

Travel

l98Z TRANSAM. LOADED. Nice car, $5950. 268·
8839leave message,
·
11/20
'67 VW BUG for sale, Has sunroof, good tires, runs
weil.$600.CailKeily, 877-2804,
11/19
1974 PLYMOUTH I>USTER. Oood engine, bad
body, Ideal city car for poor college student •. 867-

COLLEGE TOURS. PURGETORY. Dec. 6, 7, and
8. 599. 296-1!184.
ll/21
X·MAS BREAK .SKI - Steamboat, CO. ~270 In·
eludes transportation, accom, and lift tickets. Call
Student Travel277·2336,
12/16
TAKING A TRIP? .Advertise your trip, ad-vemure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo,
tfn

59()2,

11/18

Lost&Found
LOST NOVEMBER 8 IN Zimrnerman Library
Ladies Restroorn: Tl60 calculator. REWARDIIJ
(H)- 242·7438; (W)- 765-9337.
11/27
LOST NOV. 8 in Johnson Oym; one pair Rel>o)(
tennis shoes. SIO reward. No QQestions asked. Call
11/14
Carnille298·7261.
IF YOU.R LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's !n.door Store, 119l1 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262-2107,
tfn

Miscellaneous
GUARANTEEI> PARKING SPACES by the month.
v, blo~;k fromUNM. Call265-5262. ·
ll/18
FREE 2 YEAR OLD 1n* cocker collie mix. Gentle
disposition. Sholl, lisence included, 298-7580: 11115
TWO .MALE VOCALISTS needed, one Sunday ~~
month each, Baritone or tenor. Call Unity Church
242"5441, .
II !IS
CASIIMERE, FUR ANDWOOL coats, and jackets.
Harris tweed overcoats and sports coats. straight
wool skirts, wool, felt caps and fedoras. All sweaters
200fo ()ffl ON DROADWAY, SE corner ofllroadway
and Lead, Open 11-6 p.m. Tues thru Sat. 243-4774,
11/14
$6 STYLECUTS EVERY Monday. $10 complete
stylecuts Tues. thru Sat. $28 bod)/Waves. Villa Hair
Designs, 2214 Central SE. 255·3279. Walk-ins
welcome. ,
11/1 5
HOOK UP TO the University computer w.lth a terminal and modem from Another Byte, The Used
Computer Store. 1529-E Eubank NE, 292-8211,11/IS
$10·~60 WEEKLY/UP Mailing Circulars! No
quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Success, PO Dox 470CEG, Woodstoclc, IL
60098.
ll/2S
E;YEGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear ai wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedliln
Opticians. 255-200(). 118 Washington SE.
tfn

l98Z. CAMARO Zl8, Pb, ps, ac, am/fm, tp,
tfn
automatic, t·top, 884-5123 after$ p.m.

Employment
WANTEI>: PIANO PLAYER .for Improvisational
Theatre. Some PAY involved - call243-838l.
.11/20
OVERSEhS JOBS, SUMMER, yr. round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, Ail fields, $90()..2000
mo. Sightseeing, Free Info: write IJC, .PO Box .52NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. I 1/22
PAR.T·TIME AND full time. position. Comput~r
sales, technical and software supp(lrt. Resumes ac·
cepted atSuntec Computers, 1523 Eubank NE. 11/15
STATE AND F.EDERAL jobs openings nationwide,
skilled and unskilled. For Info call (80S)6S4·1722 Ext.
341S.
I 1/14
MENAUL SCIIOOL IS mklng a student In his
masters program to fill the position of monitor in a 35
man dormitory. Part-time/late PM and evening
hours, Room, board and small stipend. Call 345·
77'1.7, 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
I 1118.

TO
Our Jewish
Friends
With Love
Recorded
Message

Advanced Tickets $15.00. Available at Giant Ticket Outlets Tickets at
the door $20.00. For more information call 242-3511.

The Opiate of
the Classes:

Call 293-7213
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

and a .I g. soft drink $2.25
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ZIA COMPUTERS

2505 Washington NE. 1 block Sooth of Menaul

883-4602
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Sale

PC DISKETTE SALE
Box of 10 51/4"
Elephant
Elephant
Elephant
Elephant

SS/DD,
SS/DD,
SS/DD,
SS/DD,

48
96
48
96

TPI
TPI
TPI
TPI

diskette
diskette
diskette
diskette
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••..............

s 1495

s21 so
s1995
1

2450

While Supplies Last!

LATE
NIGHT
SPECIAL

LATE

NIGHT
SPECIAL

(after 9pm)

(after 9pm)

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS

TWO SMALL
PIZZAS

(With cheese &two Items)

(With cheese & two Items!

Receive one additional

Receive one addillonal

Item

FREE

One coupon per order
eKira cheese excluded
$1.25 value

item

FREE

One t:oupoh per order
exira chee5€! excluded
90¢: value

ACROSS
1 Amerinds
5 Hit hard
9 Dandruff
14 Coagulate
15 Scotch isle
16 Dugout
17 Sea bird
19 Herb
20 Ms.
Talmadge
21 Depopulated
23 Fastener
25 Cons
26 Fish
28 Foursome
32 Old carpentry
work
37 Creamery
38 Nigerian
39 Nostril
41 weapon
42 Weary
45 Flutter
48 Closed
50 Wood strip
51 Cognomen
54 Rock
58 Dilated
62 Seine feeder
63 Bayou

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

64 Exaggerate
66 Venerate
67 Fire goddess
68Modlfied
plant
69 Loam deposit
70 Low card
71 Depend
DOWN
1 Examines
2 Apportion
3 Snake
4 Trod heavily
5 Tille
6 Golf club
7 Goose genus
8Demi9 Burned
10 Card game
11 Component
12 Flower
13 Nurture
18 Anecdotes
22 Straw pipe:
arch.
24 Enthusiasm
27 Exchange
29 Latvia city
30in- - :
routinized

31 Force unit
32 Morsels
33 Rose's male
34 Ibsen
character
35 Baseball stat.
36 Anet
40 Quarrel
43 Beetles
44 Removes
46 Articles
47 Cinema

-:-.....-:~r:--r.=--

49 Tumult
52 Choose
53 Disunite
55 Small
amount
56 hine(
57 Thin
58 TV part
59 ~ -China
60 Blackthom
61 "Take out"
65 King: Sp.
10 11 12 13

